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About Us
 


If mitochondria are the powerhouse of a blood cell, then StrobeCorp is the powerhouse of your brain cell struggling to understand the know-how in Programming, Coding, How-tos, Debugging, etc.


Exploring topics that are on-trend for tech support and presenting quality content is our motto.

About the Founders

Kaushal Malkan
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Founded in 2021 by a Gujarati sweetheart who loves to roast people based on their tech whining (later solve them, of course), he thought – Why not write about this issue? If my friends faced this, they must be faced by internet surfers as well. Right? And there we go! We have a whole brand for the modern era of tech help and coding tutorials!

Aloukik Rathore
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Aloukik’s journey began with a voracious curiosity for technology, which led him to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science from a prestigious institution. His insatiable thirst for knowledge propelled him to further enhance his skills through extensive research and hands-on experimentation, making him a true tech aficionado.



Rahul Gupta
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Rahul Gupta is a visionary technologist, renowned author, and leading authority in the world of hardcore technology. With a passion for pushing the boundaries of innovation, Rahul has made significant contributions to the field, revolutionizing the way we perceive and interact with technology.

Have an issue TECHnically? StrobeCorp is your home!




















strobecorp

StrobeCorp is a website that offers tutorials on a wide range of coding topics. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced developer, StrobeCorp has something for you. Our tutorials are written by experienced developers and cover everything from the basics of HTML and CSS to more advanced topics like JavaScript and Python.






Top posts

Snake Game With Notepad

Advantages And Disadvantages Of Machine Language

Syntaxerror Unexpected Eof While Parsing

Pyside2 Vs Pyqt5

Best Databases For Python

String Compression In Java






Follow us

	https://www.facebook.com/people/Strobe-Corp/100088923694288/
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Manage Cookie Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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